
where the effective cross section of the induced radia
tion is 

a('l = dI. { ~.k(k-l) }"(l+!l. 
eff dt dIo!dt 

(15) 

It follows from (15) that the cross section (J !~~ has an 
unexpectedly weak dependence on the order k of the 
radiation process. li, for example, we use the em
pirical relation {3,.Rl 1010- 3010 cm2k _sec and assume dlo/dt 
= 1035 photon/cm2 sec2 , then on going from the two-pho
ton process to the three- and four-processes we obtain 
respectively 

This circumstance offers more opportunities for find
ing systems that are promising for the excitation of co
herent radiation on multiphoton transitions. 

The authors thank V. L. Tal'roze for interest in the 
work. 

!lIn this case it is possible also to neglect the linear loss, 
which is characterized by the time Te' 

2)In the case of propagation of very short signals in amplifying 
media, account must be taken of the coherence of the inter
action, [141 but the results of such an analysis are still quali
tatively close to those obtained with the aid of the kinetic 
equation. 

3 )This is equivalent to the condition 2/3 2~j oL ampl = 1. 
"The durations of a pulse with slope 1035 photons/ cm2 sec2 

needed for effective amplification, at the given parameters, 
are respectively 10-8 and 10-9 sec. The amplified-signal 
powers are then 2 x 109 and 2 x lOB W/cm2• 
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A theory of spin polarization in a system of three particles, each of which has a spin 112, is developed. It 
is assumed that initially the whole system is in a given spin state. A redistribution of the initial polarization 
occurs during collisions between the particles as a result of exchange interaction. In particular, a beam of 
unpolarized electrons becomes polarized to a certain extent upon being scattered by oriented atoms. The 
obtained results allow a uniform computation of the polarization of the scattered beam and that of the 
target in elastic and inelastic collisions accompanied by particle exchange in the case of arbitrary initial 
polarization states. Results are presented of numerical calculations of the polarization of electrons scattered 
by oriented He(23S) atoms and of the depolarization of electrons as a result of singlet-triplet transitions. 

PACS numbers: 34.70.-d 

Interest in spin-dependent processes, which has been 
displayed in recent years in the physics of atomic col
liSions, is stimulating the search for efficient sources 
of polarized electrons and the corresponding theoretical 
computations. To obtain oriented electron beams at 
present, the following physical processes are used: 
Mott scattering, the Fano effect, the photo ionization 
of polarized atoms, photoemission from magnetic mate
rials, and the Penning ionization of oriented atoms. In 
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the first two cases the polarization mechanism is con
nected with the relativistic spin-orbit interaction, which 
leads to the appearance of a preferred orientation in the 
electron beam. In the remaining processes the polar
ized beams are formed as a result of inelastic transi
tions leading to the emission of polarized atomic elec
trons. 

Burke and ScheyU] first pointed out the feasibility of 
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producing polarized electrons as a result of the elastic 
scattering of initially unpolarized electrons by oriented 
one-electron atoms. In this case the polarization 
mechanism is, clearly, the exchange electron-atom 
scattering, which depends on the total spin of the two 
electrons. Consequently, exchange scattering can be 
regarded as a special mechanism for producing oriented 
electron beams which is based essentially on the trans
fer of a prepared atomic polarization to free electrons. 
An analogous, although more complex, problem of cal
culating electron polarization in elastic scattering by 
oriented targets with spin S = 1 is considered int21. 

In the present paper we present a theory of polariza
tion in a system of three oriented particles each with 
spin S = t. It is assumed that the target is formed by 
two bound particles (below we shall, for definiteness, 
speak of electrons) in the singlet or triplet states. 
These states are described by a set of vector and tensor 
characteristics defining the initial spin orientation of 
the target. If a beam of unpolarized electrons is scat
tered from such a target, then as a result of the ex
change interaction the spin polarization of the atomic 
electrons is partially transferred to the electrons being 
scattered. If, on the other hand, a beam of polarized 
electrons is scattered by an unpolarized target, then 
there occurs a depolarization of the electron beam, and 
the target turns out to be polarized to a certain extent. 
In the general case, when all the three particles are ini
tially oriented, a redistribution of the polarization oc
curs. A specifiC character of the problem under con
sideration if? the presence of an inelastic channel (sin
glet-triplet transitions) together with the elastic-scat
tering channel. The object of the undertaken investiga
tion is the uniform computation, for arbitrary initial 
polarization states, of electron-beam and target polar
ization in elastic and inelastic collisions accompanied 
by particle exchange. 

The obtained formulas are used to compute the ex
change electron polarization in scattering by oriented 
He(23S) atoms and to determine electron depolarization 
as a result of a singlet-triplet transition. In the latter 
case the results are compared with the data of [3] , in 
which electron depolarization occurring in the inelastic 
exchange transition was measured for the first time. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

To describe the spin state of the system of three par
ticles, each with spin S = t let us use the density-ma
trix apparatus. Let us introduce the basis matrices ac
cording to the definition: 

1(8)=IXIXI, 

cr,.=cr,.XIXI, 

a •• ·=IXcr,.·XI, (1) 

Osa..,=IXIXosa.'" Ra.a.'a."=OHr.XO~a,X(JJf.C'" 
ct, a', a"=1, 2, 3. 

Here I is the unit 2x2 matrix, O"la, O"Za', and O"Sa" are 
the two-dimensional Pauli matrices for the three par
ticles, and the sign x denotes the direct product of the 
matrices. As follows from (1), the complete basis is 
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formed by (28 + 1)6 = 64, 8 x 8 Hermitian matrices. The 
mean operator values (Ufa> = Pia in the state defined by 
the density matrix p characterize the vector polarization 
of the i-tb particle, while the mean values (Q::a') = Q~~. 
and <iiaa'~') =Raa• a" are respectively the pair and tri
ple spin correlations of the particles. 

The initial density matrix in its general form is given 
by the expansion 

(2) 
We shall assume that, initially, the target is formed 

by the particles 1 and 2. If the spin states of the target 
and the third particle are independent, i. e., if p can be 
represented in the form p = p(1, 2) x p(3), then we have 
for the components of the correlation operators the fol
lowing expressions: 

For the sum 

~ " q,,"" k-.l Q •• . 
we obtain the condition 

_ {- 3 S = 0 (singlet) 
ql. - 1 S = 1 (triplet ,), 

which follows directly from the equality 

(3) 

(4) 

Below the values of all the quantities after scattering 
will be indicated by primes. In elastic scattering, in 
which the target spin is conserved, we should have , 
qlZ =qlZ' 

Of particular interest is inelastic excitation accom
panied by a change in the target spin. In this case, ac
cording to Wigner's rule, the total spinj of the system 
is conserved. It is easy to verify that when the target 
is initially in the singlet state, so that j = t we have 
the following conditions: 

~ U 23 q,,=-3, q,,+q,,= k-.l (Q •• +Q •• ) =0. (5) 

In the triplet state j = t, ~. Assuming that the transition 
to the singlet state is allowed only for the value j = t, 
we obtain as the initial conditions the following condi
tions: 

q,,=1, q,,+q,,=-4. (6) 

Transitions accompanied by changes in the target 
spin are purely exchange transitions, the third particle 
is captured by the target and one of the atomic electrons 
appears in the continuous spectrum. Therefore, after 
the transition S = 0 - S = 1 (the Singlet-triplet excitation), 
we should have 

(7a) 
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or 

and, similarly, after the transition 1- 0: 

(7b) 

or 

QI2'+q13'=O. 

Let us draw attention to the fact the quantity 

~q,,= LQ,:=-3 
k>i lI>i 

is conserved in inelastic collisions in which the spin 
changes by unity. 

(8) 

The final values of the polarization characteristics of 
the system depend on the amplitude transition matrix M. 
The algebraic structure of the matrix M is determined 
by the invariants that can be formed from the axial vec
tors 0-17 O-a, 0-3 and the vectors depending on the geometry 
of the collisions. In the region of comparatively low 
energies, when the exchange scattering is still com
parable to the potential scattering and when, consequent
ly, the spin-orbit interaction can be neglected, the 
structure of the matrix M can be uniquely re-established. 
This matrix has the form 

M=al(8)+bo,Xo,XI+co,XIXo,+dIXo,Xo" (9) 

where the amplitudes a, b, c, and d are complex func
tions depending on the energy and the scattering angle. 
There exist between these amplitudes relations whose 
form is determined by the type of process. 

Below we give a complete formal solution to the prob
lem of polarization redistribution as a result of the ex
change interaction in collisions in a three-particle sys
tem. The values of all the polarization characteristics 
of the electrons after scattering, namely, P:Ol' Q~i:r and 
R~Ol'a'" are computed with the final-state density ma
trix pi =MpJ..r by conventional methods. All the details 
of the computations are omitted, in view of the excep
tional unwieldiness, and the results are given in the Ap
pendix. Let us only note that the total volume of the 
work includes the computation of 213 terms containing 
the traces (Sp) of the products of various numbers of 
the matrices (i h (i a, and 0-3 in different combinations. 

Below we consider two of the most interesting pro
cesses: elastic scattering and the Singlet-triplet transi
tion. 

2. ELASTIC SCATTERING 

Let us first of all consider this problem for electron 
scattering by a target in the triplet state. Introducing 
the amplitudes of the quadruplet F(j =i) and doublet 
G(j = i) scattering, and setting c =d on the basis of sym
metry arguments, we have 

M,/,=F=a+b+2c, M'J,=G=a+b-4c, 
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whence a + b =t (2F + G) and c =t (F - G). Moreover, re
quiring that the operator a + ba1 x rIa xl coincide with the 
operator of projection II 1 = t (31(8) + (11 X rIa xl) onto the 
S = 1 spin state, we obtain for M the expression 

M='/.(3I,81+o,Xo,XI)'/,(2F+G)+'/,(o,XI+IXo,)Xo,(F-G). (10) 

Let us note for comparison that in the theory of electron 
scattering by a structureless target with spin S = 1 the 
analog of the matrix M has the form[2l 

M='/,(2F+G)+'/,So(F-G). 

Using the formulas (A.l)-(A. 4), and taking into ac
count the fact that a=t(2F+G), b=fa, and c=t(F-G), 
we obtain the following results. 

1. The elastic-scattering cross section 

cr='/, (2FF+GG) +'I,(FF-GG) (q,,+q,,) (11) 

or, assuming that the initial particle polarization states 
(2) and (3) are independent, 

cr='/,[ (2FF+GG) + (FF-GG)p,Pl, (12) 

where we have introduced the notation P= i (Pl'+ Pa) for 
the polarization vector of the atom. 

2. The polarization of an electron after scattering is 

crp,:='/ 9 (5FF-2FG-2FG-GlJ)Pa+'/" (iOFF+8Fi'; 
+8FG+GG) p,. +'/,i(FG-FG) [p,P] •. (13) 

Let us note two particular cases in this result. First, 
after the scattering of unpolarized electrons by an ori
ented atom, there arises in the scattered beam the po
larization 

, 1 5FF-2FG-2FC-Gc 
p, =3' 2FF+GG P. (14) 

Second, for F = G we have p~ = P3, i. e., the initial polar
ization state of the electron does not change. Below 
the formula (14) will be used for numerical calculations 
of polarization in the e - He(23S) system. 

3. The polarization of the atom after the scattering 
is 

oPa'='I,cr(p,a'+p,.')='I,(5FF+FG+FG+2GG)P. 
+'I,.(19FF-7FG-7FG-5GG)p,.+'l.i{FG-FG) [Pp,].. (15) 

For F = G we have P~ = Pa • The function 

D =_P._· =~ 5FF+2GG+FG+FG 
, p. :3 --....,:2~F:=F-+-:G-=G:---

(16) 

characterizes the depolarization of the atom because of 
the exchange scattering in the case when the initial val
ue P3 =0. 

It follows from the formula (A. 5) that q~a = 1 for any 
values of q13 +qa3 and any values of the amplitudes a and 
c. This implies the conservation of the target spin in 
elastic scattering, and confirms the self-consistency 
of all the results. 

The correlations of the third particle with the target 
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after the scattering change, since the initial values of 
the vectors Ps and P are not conserved in the scattering: 

o(q,,'+q,,') ='1, (FP-GG) +'1, (p,P) (2FP+GG). (17) 

The elimination, i. e., the preservation, of the pair 
correlations should be expected under conditions when 
p; =p and P; =P. Indeed, these equalities are attained 
under the condition that F = G, under which it follows 
from (17) that 

q"'+q,,'=2p,P=q,,+q,,. 

Thus, under the condition that F=G after the scatter
ing, all the initial polarization characteristics are pre
served. 

For the triple correlations, let us give the result for 
one particular case, when, initially, P * 0, P3 = 0, and 
R",,,,.,,,,, =0. After the scattering, R~",.a" =0 for differ
ent values of the indices, and 

~, 1 - - (18) ° ~R ••• " =i2(2FF-FG-FG)P .... 

In electron scattering by a target in the singlet state, 
all the initial polarization characteristics should, as is 
a Priori clear, remain Unchanged. Let us give the re
sults. 

Since 

M ='/, [(I(.)-o,Xo,XI)a+ (o,XI+IXo,) Xo,c], 

it follows from (A.1)-(A. 7) that (a = - b, c = d): 

The amplitude c remains arbitrary, as it should be, 
since «0'1 +O'Z» =0. It is convenient to set 

M='I,[ (I(8)-o,Xo,XI) + (o,XI+IXo,) Xo,ja, 

(19) 

(20) 

where a is, by implication, f dir - g.ze, the difference 
between the direct and exchange amplitudes. 

3. THE SINGLET-TRIPLET TRANSITION 

The singlet-triplet excitation cross section is deter
mined by one exchange amplitude, G. Therefore, there 
exists between all the functions a, b, c, and d in (9) a 
proportionality relation, for the determination of which 
we use the invariant, (8), of the transition. 

Substituting into the sum Lq:k for k> i the explicit ex
preSSions for q~k given by (A. 5)-(A. 7), we find that the 
equation 

is satisfied identically provided 

ail+ bll+cc+dd+ [ilb+ali+ilc+aHild+ad 

+Dc+bc+lid+bd+cd+cdj =0. (21) 

Let us, on the basis of the symmetry of the problem, 
set b = c = d = A. Then (21) goes over into the equation 

aa+3ilI.+3aH9I.A=0, (22) 

whence a = - 3i\. This solution allows us to represent 
the transition amplitude, which is a matrix in spin 
space, as follows: 

M='I,[I(8)-'I,(o,Xo,XI+o,XIXo,+IXo,Xo,) jG. (23) 
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It follows from (A. I) with allowance for the initial 
conditions (5) that O'=GG, as it should be. Further, 
using the obtained-for the inelastic transition-relation, 
- i a = c = b = d, between the amplitudes in the formulas 
(A. 5)-(A. 7) for the 0 -1 transition in the case when, 
initially, q12 = - 3 and q13 +qZ3 =0, we find 

(24) 
4q"'=-'I,ql3+IO/,q,,, ql2'=-3. 

Setting q13 = - qZ3 = 1 (the Eqs. (3) for q13 and qzs are 
valid only for elastic scattering), we have 

and, consequently, the conditions (7a): q~3 = 1 and q:3 

+ q;z = - 4 for the singlet-triplet excitation are fulfilled. 
For the case when - q13 = QZ3 = 1 we obtain the second of 
the conditions (7a), which is equivalent to the first be
cause of the equivalence of the atomic electrons. Thus, 
the relation obtained for the amplitudes and the initial 
conditions q12 = - 3, ± q13 = 'f qZ3 = 1 correspond to the 
0-1 transition. 

Let us give the results for the vector polarizations 
of the atom in the triplet state and the scattered elec
tron and the depolarization, D., of the electron of the 
continuous spectrum: 

P.='/,(p,.'+p,.') ='1, (P,.'+p3.') ='/" (13-Q •• I2) p,., 
P,.' =p,: =-'I.(1+Q •• I2) p,., 
D,=p,,'lp,.=-'I. (1 +Q •• I2) 

(25) 

under the condition that 
~ .. L.J Q •• =-3. 

The depolarization of an electron in a purely exchange 
transition is a constant that does not depend on the en
ergy and the scattering angle. Below the result ob
tained for D. is compared with the data obtained in the 
experimental investigation. [3] 

4. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

1. The e - He(23 S) elastic scattering 

Let us find the polarization p~ ariSing in a beam of 
electrons elastically scattered by oriented metastable 
helium atoms He(23S). 

With that end in view we have computed P; from the 
formula (14) with the amplitudes F and G found by the 
method of partial phases. We used in the computation 
the quadruplet, 1i~4), and doublet, Ii~Z), phases computed 
in[4] for the orbital angular momenta 1 =0, 1, and 2 and 
for energies 0.003';;; E,;;; 10 eV in the Hartree-Fock ap
proximation with allowance for the distortion of the 
electron density of the atom by the electron of the con
tinuous spectrum. As a sample, we present in the ta
ble (for P = 1) the results obtained for the polarization 
and the differential cross section for one of the energy 
values (E=0.5 eV). 

As the energy increases, the maximum value of P; 
decreases (for example, for E=10 eV we have P:maz 
= 0.36 at x = - o. 8). This result is general and is con
nected with the predominance of the direct scattering 
over the exchange scattering when the collision energy 
is increased. 
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I 0- b II 1 .;: 1 II 1 "- b 

0.8 /-0.144 19.85 ~ 0.21 0.688 
19.01 ~ -0.41 -0.005 6.16 

0.6 0.431 6.86 0.0 0.401 10.78 -0.6 0.346 5.48 
0.4 0.993 6.01 -0.2 0.172 9.41 -0.8 0.701 15.03 

2. Depolarization in the singlet-triplet transition 

InC3l the depolarization of an electron beam inelasti
cally scattered as a result of the excitation of the 61So-
63 PI line in the Hg atom was measured. Under the con
ditions of the experiment this electron beam was not 
energetically resolved from the electrons which excited 
the adjacent level 61 P1 and which did not undergo depo
larization in this transition. Consequently, the experi
mentally found depolarization is determined by the rela
tion between the amplitudes of the direct and exchange 
scattering in the transitions 1So-lp1 and 1S0_3 P1 respec
tively. Therefore, with the theoretical value De 
= -t (1 + Q~2<l.) can be compared only those DOG values 
that were determined near the 63 P1-excitation threshold, 
where the exchange scattering predominates. 

The experimental value Dozp = - (0.1-0.2) for E = 5-6 
eV. The theoretical value lies in the interval - 0.22 
~ De ~ 0, since - 1 ~ Q~2a ~ 0, and, consequently, we 
can speak of a qualitative agreement of the results. To 
the maximum depolarization De = 0 corresponds the max
imum polarization (P= t) of the product atom, as it 
should be. 

The authors are grateful to Professor Yu. N. Demkov 
and Professor G. F. Drukarev for a through discussion 
of the paper. 

APPENDIX 

A. The scattering cross section is 

o=Sp p' = [aii+3 (b1i+cC+dd) +q12(iib+ab+cd+ca-2bli) 

+q" (iic+ac+lid+bil-2cc) +q" (iid+ad+oc+bc-2dil) 

+i(bc-bc+bd-lid+cd-cd) I. R.;oe'jA ] . (A.1) 

Here eIJ~' the unit third-rank antisymmetric tensor 
(Sp CYj CYJ CY~ = 2ieiJ~)' is summed over repeated indices. 
The bar denotes complex conjugation. 

B. The vector-polarization components are 

op,o' = {PIO (aii-bli-cC+3dil) +P20 (iib+ali+cd+cd+2bo) 

+p30(iic+acHd+bd+Zcc) +i [ (aii-iib+Cd-cd) I. Q::'e.,o 

+ (ac-iicHd-bd) .E Q::·e,,·o+ (bc-oc-bd-bd+cd-eil) I. Q::,e ... o] 

+ (iid+ad) I.R,,.,'l;.b,o+ (cd+cd-od-bd) I.R,;oe.;,e"G 

+(lic+bc) I.R".(b,;lloG+Il;ob,,-Il'Gb;o)-da I. RiI,e,;oe".bio }. (A. 2) 

op,"' ={ P'" (iib+ab+cd+ccH2b!i) +P'G (iia-b!i+3cc-dil) 

+p," (iid+ail+!ic+bc+2dd) +1 [ICiib-ali+cd-ca) I. Q::.e"·G 

+ (bc-oc+bcI-bd+cd-cd) I. Q::.e"·G+ (cli-cb+ail-iid) I. Q::'e"'G ] 
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+ Cod+bd) I.R,,.(/);;6.G+B,.B;o-b!oll,,)-cc I. R,;oe,;.e",lljo}. (A. 3) 

op,: = {PIO (iic+acHd+bd+2cc) +P'G (iid+ail+!ic+bc+2dil) 

+p,.(aii+3b!i-cc-dil) +i [ (cli-cb+bd-lid+ca-cd) I. Q::.e"·G 

+ (iic-ac+!id-bd) I. Q.~··e .. ·o+ (co-cb+iid-aa) I. Q.:~e"·G ] 

+ (iib+ab) I. R",Il,all'j+ (lic+bc-!id-bil) I. R'j.E"oe'ii 

+ (cd+cil) I. R.jo (6 .. lljo+Ill<!Il'o-Il,.llj ,) -bli I.R,;,E,j,E,j.Il,.1- (A. 4) 

C. The pair-correlation components. Since the com
ponents Q~I~)' enter into the final results only in the 
form of the sums 

let us give the formulas for these quantities: 
1) oq,,' =3 (iib+ao+cd+cil) -6bli+q12[aii+7b!i-cc-dil 

-2 (iib+aii-cd-cil) ]+q,,[iid+ail+30c+3bc-2 (bd+bil+cd+cil-dil) J 

+q" [iic+aC+3!id+3bd-2 (/ic+bc+Cd+cil-cc) ] 

+i [ (cd-cil) I. R".E.,aE jooe,o.+(ii,,-ac+iid-ail+2bc-2oc 

+2iid-2bil) I. Rij,e'jA ]. (A. 5) 

2) oq,,'=3 (iic+ae+!id+bd) -6cC+q" [iid+aa+3Iie+3bc-2 C6d+bil 
+cd+eil-da) ] +q,,[aii+7cc-bb-da-2 (ue+ac-lid-bd) ] +q,,[iib+ab 

+3cd+3cil-2(oc+bc+iid+bil-bli)] +i [(ba-lid) I. R,j.e".E; •• E, .. 

+ (ali-iib+iid-aa+2bc-2oc+2cil-2cd) I.R,jAEI;.] . (A. 6) 

3) oq,,' =3(iid+ail+ch+co) -6dil+q12 [iie+ac+3Iid+3bil-2 (lic+bc 
+Cd+cil-cC)] +q" [iib+a0+3cd+3cil-2 (bc+bc+!id+bcl-bli) 1 

+q" [aii+7dil-bo-ec-2 (aa+iid-'6c-bc) 1 

+i [ (lie-be) I. R,;oe,'oEiooe,O' + (ac-iic+a1i-iib+2cil-2cd 

+2M-2bil) I. R,;,e'i' ] . (A. 7) 

The values of R~a'a" are not given here because of 
the unwieldiness of the result in the general form. The 
values of R~a'Ol" in one particular case of elastic scat
tering are given in the main text (the formulas (18) and 
(20)). 

Note added in proof. (July 6, 1976). The operator 
M (formula (23)) describes singlet-triplet transition in 
a three-particle system, resulting from particle ex
change of the substitution type. In the case of three 
identical particles the exchange excitation with change 
of target spin does not reduce fully to replacement of one 
particle by another. The comparison of the numerical 
data (formula (25» with the experimental results on elec
tron depolarization due to excitation of the triplet level 
of the mercury atom must therefore be admitted to be 
inconsistent. A complete analysis of the situation in
volving transitions with change of the spin of the atom 
will be given for the case of identical particles in a 
separate paper. The authors thank G. F. Drukarev for 
calling our attention to this circumstance. 
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